
Outback Spirit have been in the outback adventure business for over twenty years and are wholly committed to providing 
our guests with the trip of a lifetime. This pre departure information will assist you in preparing for your upcoming journey. 

EXPLORER PACK

The Outback Spirit Explorer Pack is a complimentary collection of 
travel necessities provided to kick start your expedition. We have 
curated the Explorer Pack to provide you with the essentials for 
small group touring. 

It is recommended you bring your Outback Spirit Explorer pack 
with you as your hand luggage (maximum 3kg).

Items may vary from those pictured. 

LUGGAGE ALLOWANCE

Luggage limits are enforced for each tour. Luggage limits are in place to ensure fairness for all passengers and to comply 
with the Australian Health and Safety Regulation for our crew as they are required to lift luggage above their head to pack 
the vehicle.

The luggage limits for each passenger are as follows:

•  One (1) medium sized soft bag or suitcase weighing 
no more than 16kgs per person

• The sum of the case’s length, width and depth
is not to exceed 140cm

• One (1) hand luggage/backpack to be stored
in the overhead racks, weight is not to exceed 3kgs 
per person

•  Please ensure all items including your hand 
luggage/backpack are clearly marked with your 
name or personal tag i.e. coloured ribbon.

Please note: Luggage limits are enforced for every tour. Passengers with luggage that exceed these requirements may be asked 
to re-pack their bag and leave belongings behind at their own expense. We thank you for your consideration and compliance.

Length (L)

Depth (D)

Width (W)

1 x Soft Bag/Suitcase  

L + W + D = 140cm max  

1 x Backpack/Hand Luggage  
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LUGGAGE REQUIREMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Personal health:

   Wide brimmed sun hat

   Sunscreen

   Water bottle

   Sunglasses

   Toiletries

   Medication/prescriptions

   Tropical insect repellent

   Insect bite cream

Travel Accessories:

   Photo ID/Drivers Licence  
      (required for airline e-tickets)

   Evidence of vaccination on a 
      device or Government printed 
      document

   Travel Insurance details

   Torch (small) with batteries

   Binoculars

   Camera and memory cards

   Spare battery/power bank

   Charging cords/adapter

   Seat belt cover (optional)

Clothing:

   Neat casual wear for evening 
      dining/restaurant

   Warm clothing for cool 
      evenings 

   Lightweight long pants 
      and shirt for sun/mosquito 
      protection

   Swimming costume (optional)

   Sturdy walking/hiking shoes

MOBILITY AND WALKS ON TOUR

Guests are required to have a reasonable level of mobility to be able to board and alight the coach unaided. Due to space 
restrictions aboard our coaches, we are unable to accommodate guests who require the use of wheelchairs or walkers. 
Our vehicles are not equipped with wheelchair ramps or lifters. Guests requiring physical or mental assistance must be 
accompanied by a companion who is willing and capable of providing such assistance. 

The 6 Day Red Centre Spectacular Tour includes a range of walks with varying difficulty:

Walk Distance Level Terrain

Standley Chasm 2km Easy Wide flat path, with a couple of minor uphill (slight gradient) sections.

Ormiston Gorge 500m Easy Flat path.

Ghost Gum Lookout 1km Difficult Very steep.

Kings Canyon  
Rim Walk

6.5km Difficult
Very, very steep. Starts with about 500 bush rock stairs, unevenly spaced, on a narrow 
track. Once on canyon rim, mostly flat and even. Descent is steep and narrow, need to 
watch feet at all times.

Kings Canyon  
Creek Walk

2.4km Easy Flat path, with some uneven sections, semi-shade in 2nd half of the walk.

Kathleen Springs 2.4km Easy Wide sealed mostly flat path. Slight uphill to begin.

Kata-Tjuta  
Walpa Gorge

2.6km Medium
Slightly uphill to lookout. Largely uneven, some metal grids  to walk on, but mostly a 
rock track.

Mutijulu Water Hole 600m Easy Easy wide flat path.

Field of Light
600m - 

1km
Easy

Must be able to walk up a 50m sand dune to canape area. There are no buggies or any 
other assistance. Walk is done in the dark on wide flat paths with low/dim lighting.
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The 3 Day Simply Kakadu Tour includes a range of walks with varying difficulty:

Walk Distance Level Terrain

Ubirr Art Sites 1km Medium Circular rocky track, largely uneven. 

Ubirr Escarpment 250m Difficult
Moderately steep climb, rocky track. The climb takes 
approximately 30 minutes.

Nourlangie Rock Art^ 1.5km Easy Circular rocky track with some uneven sections.

Nourlangie Lookout^ 250m Difficult Mildly steep climb, rocky track.

Florence Falls* 160 steps Medium Steep stairs descending to the base of the falls.

^ Nourlangie Rock Art and Lookout replace the Ubirr Art Sites and Escarpment walks during March and April.
* Subject to itinerary timings whilst on tour, Florence Falls might only be viewed from the platform lookout above.

The 13 Day Arnhem Land Wilderness Adventure Tour includes a range of walks with varying difficulty:

Walk Distance Level Terrain

Murwangi 4WD Safari tour 100m Easy Grasslands

Black Point to Seven Spirit Bay 10m Easy Walk in water and climbing of boat ladder

Nhulunbuy Hill look out 100m Medium 64 steps (3 storeys)

Victoria Settlement/Port Essington 3.7km Medium Flat terrain in full sun. A downhill slope

Mount Borradaile Rainbow Serpent 1.0km (2 hr) Medium Rocks, climbing, roots, caves, and sand

Mount Borradaile 3.5km Medium Some rocks to climb

The 9 / 8 Day Gems of the South West Tour includes a range of walks with varying difficulty:

Walk Distance Level Terrain

Cape Leeuwin Light House N/A Medium 180 steps (to the top)

Busselton Jetty 2km Medium Flat

The 8 Day Kangaroo Island and SA Coastal Adventure Tour includes a range of walks with varying difficulty:

Walk Distance Level Terrain

Seal Bay Approx 1.5km Medium Soft sand

Cape de Cuedic 400m Medium Uneven walking path

Pt Lincoln 200m Medium

As Outback Spirit takes you to some remote parts of Australia, unexpected events can occur that are outside the control of 
Outback Spirit. Every effort will be made by your crew to ensure that your itinerary is followed. However, Outback Spirit reserves 
the right to alter the itinerary once on tour as required due to weather and track conditions or operational considerations. 
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